
EMPLOYER COPYRIGHT DISCLAIMER AGREEMENT

The legal entity named [ FULL ENTITY NAME ] _________________________________________________ with a primary

place of business in [ CITY, STATE, NATION ] ____________________________________________
(hereinafter  "entity"),  hereby  disclaims  and  releases  all  copyright  interest  in
the  contributions  and  changes  and  enhancements  made  by  the  individual  named

[ EMPLOYEE FULL LEGAL NAME ] _______________________________________ to the RPerl Family
of software and documentation, also including any future versions of these or any other RPerl  Family contributions and
changes and enhancements hereafter made by said individual.

The RPerl Family of software and documentation is defined as all copyrightable works identified as "part of the
RPerl Family" immediately following their copyright notice, and includes but is not limited to the RPerl compiler, the
MathPerl suite, the PhysicsPerl suite, other RPerl application suites, and all associated RPerl software.

Entity affirms that it has no other intellectual property interest that would undermine this disclaimer and release, or the use of
the RPerl Family of software and documentation, and will do nothing to undermine it in the future.

AGREED & EXECUTED THIS DATE:

_____________________________________________________         ___________/____________/__________________
[ AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE ]                                   [ MONTH ]           [ DAY ]                  [ YEAR ]

__________________________________________________________________________________
[ AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FULL LEGAL NAME & OFFICIAL ORGANIZATIONAL TITLE ]

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[ OPTIONAL & GREATLY APPRECIATED ]

Notary Certificate of Acknowledgement

State of _______________________,  County of _______________________,  Nation of _______________________,

On ___________/____________/__________________ before me, _______________________________________,
        [ MONTH ]           [ DAY ]                  [ YEAR ]                                                          [ NOTARY NAME ]

personally appeared [ FULL LEGAL NAME ] _______________________________________________________________,
who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to  me that  they executed the same in  their  authorized capacity, and that  by their  signature on the
instrument the person or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument.

WITNESS My Hand & Official Seal:                                                          My Commission Expires On:

_______________________________________________                    ___________/____________/__________________
[ NOTARY SIGNATURE ]                                                                           [ MONTH ]           [ DAY ]                  [ YEAR ]
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